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ABSTRACT

The expression of human emotion is integral to social interaction,
and in virtual reality it is increasingly common to develop virtual
avatars that attempt to convey emotions by mimicking these visual
and aural cues, i.e. the facial and vocal expressions. However, errors
in (or the absence of) facial tracking can result in the rendering of
incorrect facial expressions on these virtual avatars. For example, a
virtual avatar may speak with a happy or unhappy vocal inflection
while their facial expression remains otherwise neutral. In circum-
stances where there is conflict between the avatar’s facial and vocal
expressions, it is possible that users will incorrectly interpret the
avatar’s emotion, which may have unintended consequences in terms
of social influence or in terms of the outcome of the interaction.

In this paper, we present a human-subjects study (N = 22) aimed
at understanding the impact of conflicting facial and vocal emotional
expressions. Specifically we explored three levels of emotional va-
lence (unhappy, neutral, and happy) expressed in both visual (facial)
and aural (vocal) forms. We also investigate three levels of head
scales (down-scaled, accurate, and up-scaled) to evaluate whether
head scale affects user interpretation of the conveyed emotion. We
find significant effects of different multimodal expressions on happi-
ness and trust perception, while no significant effect was observed
for head scales. Evidence from our results suggest that facial expres-
sions have a stronger impact than vocal expressions. Additionally,
as the difference between the two expressions increase, the less
predictable the multimodal expression becomes. For example, for
the happy-looking and happy-sounding multimodal expression, we
expect and see high happiness rating and high trust, however if one
of the two expressions change, this mismatch makes the expression
less predictable. We discuss the relationships, implications, and
guidelines for social applications that aim to leverage multimodal
social cues.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer in-
teraction (HCI)—HCI design and evaluation methods—User studies;
Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—
Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality

1 INTRODUCTION

Emotion perception, which plays a major role in social interac-
tions [21, 31], can be defined as one’s ability to “accurately rec-
ognize and appraise the emotional expressions and reactions of
others” [21]. Emotions are typically conveyed via facial, vocal, and
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bodily cues [31, 33, 49, 60]. While facial expressions have generally
been more researched [31, 33, 49, 60], multimodal expressions of
emotion, such as the combination of facial and vocal emotions, can
lead to a more accurate assessment of one’s emotion [30].

In Virtual Reality (VR) avatars and agents [18] are usually in-
tended to convey emotions via the virtual human’s facial expressions
and speech. The perceived facial expression, e.g., whether smiling,
frowning, or neutral, can directly affect perceived emotions, which
can in turn induce corresponding changes in the emotional state
of the observer [36], and ultimately the outcome of an interaction.
In particular, displays of positive emotions often result in positive
effects [44, 47, 58]. For instance, interactions with smiling social
partners lead to higher trust and more cooperation compared to non-
smiling ones [47]; while displays of anger were linked to lower
trustworthiness and lower chance of engagement in affiliative behav-
iors [13, 38]. Additionally, the intensity of such positive emotions
can amplify the positive outcomes [52, 59]. For instance, a broad
smile exhibited by a waiter as opposed to a minimal smile resulted
in a larger amount of tips [52]. In another case, the intensity of a
smile (broad vs. narrow smile) influenced participants’ perception
of warmth and competence. Humans with broad smiles were judged
to be warmer but less competent than those with narrow smiles [59].

Misperceptions of the intended emotions of virtual humans can
have real consequences, in particular in terms of social influence,
which is defined as “a change in an individual’s thoughts, feelings,
attitudes, or behaviors that results from interaction with another
individual or a group” [45]. In contrast to persuasion, which is con-
sidered an intentional behavior, social influence may be inadvertent
or accidental [19], while it may subtly influence one’s sense of trust
and decision making [8]. An inherent point with respect to accidental
influence is that we are usually unaware of the misperception—we
tend to believe what we perceive without questioning it. Indeed,
awareness of a problem would likely result in conscious uncertainty
or even confusion, and conscious consideration of the intentions.

Despite tremendous advances in VR technologies, there are ample
opportunities for misperceptions of emotions, despite the intentions.
For example, relatively few VR systems include facial tracking,
so no matter what facial expression is rendered it is likely wrong.
Sometimes the magnitude or the intensity of the recognized expres-
sions may not be accurate. Even with facial tracking, errors in the
tracking can result in the rendering the wrong expression. In ad-
dition, display pixel density and contrast will impact the effective
resolution of a display, which can impact the perceptions of the
rendered expressions. Given the tremendous and rapidly growing
number of head-mounted displays (HMDs) in consumer hands (tens
of millions [2, 26]), and the increasingly widespread use of social
VR platforms, the potential impact of misperceptions of intended
emotions is significant and growing.

While there are ample opportunities for unconscious mispercep-
tions based on visual perception (e.g., face tracking and display
issues) there are relatively few risks of misperceptions of vocal ex-
pressions. Most modern VR system support relatively high-quality
audio, both in terms of the quality of the speech and the fidelity of
the audio system. As such we were particularly interested in the



effects of mismatches between facial expressions (visual indications
of emotion) and vocal expressions (aural indications of emotion). In
addition, because researchers have previously used head scaling tech-
niques in part to mitigate misperceptions of facial perceptions [10],
we were interested to see whether such head scaling could positively
or negatively affect the outcomes of an interaction in the presence of
mismatched facial and vocal indicators of emotion. These interests
led us to the following two research questions:

• RQ1: What are the impacts of mismatched facial and vocal
expressions on social influence?

• RQ2: Can head scale amplify/attenuate the effects of the facial
expressions on social influence?

To explore these questions we undertook a human-subjects study
(N = 22) where we examined the effects of three levels of happiness
(unhappy, neutral, and happy) expressed in both visual (facial) and
aural (vocal) forms, and three levels of head scales (down-scaled,
accurate, and up-scaled). We show how different multimodal ex-
pressions have an effect on happiness and trust perception, while
different head scales showed no effect. We discuss the relation-
ships, implications and guidelines for social applications that aim to
leverage head scaling and social cues.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents previous work on emotion perception, virtual humans, and
head scale. Section 3 describes our human-subject study in which
we investigate our research questions. Section 4 presents our exper-
imental results. Section 5 discusses these results in the context of
previous work. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Here we present previous work on emotion perception and the impact
of mismatched expressions during interactions with real and virtual
humans. We also present recent findings on scale manipulations of
virtual humans motivated by the opportunity to enhance emotion
perception in virtual environments.

2.1 Emotion Perception and its Influence on Trust and
Decision Making

Emotions and expressions are crucial in social interactions, and as
humans we use different modalities to signal and perceive them,
including facial cues, vocal cues, or bodily cues. They are used
either as an evaluation of an external or internal event [48] or used
to communicate this evaluation to others (e.g., an infant crying for
attention) [34]. Conversely, it can be used by others to draw situ-
ational information [24] and to inform decision-making [28]. For
example, in a negotiation game, Antos et al. [3] found that partici-
pants selected partners with expressions which were congruent to
their behavior. These partners were perceived more trustworthy than
others. Another experiment by Khooshabeh et al. [29] conducted
a similar negotiation game, in which they showed that participants
felt more threatened when their partner displayed angry expressions.
These experiments provide evidence for the “Emotions As Social
Information” (EASI) model [57], which states that in ambiguous
situations, we use emotions to make sense of them and their effect
depends on the context in which the interaction takes place. Thus
displaying positive emotion could elicit more cooperative behav-
iors while negative emotions could hinder and elicit competitive
behaviors.

Focusing on virtual agents, previous research has found that hu-
mans are capable of accurately recognizing facial expressions of
virtual agents similar to real humans [14, 25, 27]. Beyond the recog-
nition of emotional expressions of virtual agents, many researchers
have focused on the influence of such expressions on human par-
ticipants’ perceptions. In some cases, research has shown that the
expression of positive emotion can lead to higher trust [16, 55]. For

instance, in an investment game, an agent with a smiling voice
was perceived as more trusting than a neutral voice—an effect that
persisted even after the agent exhibited behaviors that indicated
its lack of trustworthiness [55]. However, other research findings
indicate that factors, such as interaction context and congruence
of multimodal emotions can also influence participants’ percep-
tions [11, 12, 54]. For instance, in the context of an iterated pris-
oner’s dilemma task, positive expressions of an agent naturally led
to more cooperation when the agent adopted a cooperative strategy
and not when the positive emotion was used as part of the agent’s
competitive strategy [11].

2.2 Impact of Mismatched Expressions

In another example, compared to agents with positive facial and/or
vocal expressions, the agent that exhibited neutral facial and vocal
expressions led to higher trust in a desert survival task, which the
authors suggested to be an influence of the study task [54].

Such mismatched emotions exhibited by different channels (e.g.,
happy voice and unhappy face) have received some attention in the
area of virtual agents to understand how humans integrate emotions
from different channels [54]. For instance, Mower et al. [40,41] ana-
lyzed the interaction between different combinations of human voice
and facial cues. They mismatched the audio and facial cues, and par-
ticipants rated in terms of valence, activation and dominance. While
the facial cues affected human perception, they found a strong audio
bias. Their results indicate that people integrate natural audio cues
and synthetic video cues only when the expression is matched. It has
also been suggested that the audio and video channels express differ-
ent components of emotions; specifically video channel expresses
emotional valence (positive - negative) and the audio channel the
emotional activation (high excitation - low excitation) [17, 22, 41].

However, such mismatches can unintentionally happen during
interactions with virtual avatar interlocutors, such as interactions in
social VR experiences. One of the reasons for the occurrence of such
mismatches in social VR platforms is technology and design limi-
tations [35, 51]. While current social VR platforms take advantage
of the full-body tracking afforded by several VR devices, there is
still a considerable gap in the control and communication of certain
nonverbal behaviors, such as facial expressions, pose, posture, and
more accurate finger and hand tracking [35, 51].

In the presence of conflicting social cues, it is possible that the
user’s interpretation of the person or avatar’s emotion will be biased
towards particularly strong cues (i.e., cues that are easier to identify).
If this is the case, then strengthening or weakening a cue may cause
the observer to interpret the persons’ or avatar’s emotion differently.
Such techniques could potentially be used to help the user interpret
the emotion correctly or in a particular manner. For instance, Tidd
and Lockard demonstrated that participants’ behavior towards their
server in a dining context changed depending on the intensity of
the smile exhibited by the server, where exhibiting a broader smile
resulted in participants tipping more compared to conditions in
which the server exhibited a slight smile [52].

For virtual contexts, there are less limitations on how cues can
potentially be strengthened or weakened. For example, the big head
technique was investigated by Choudhary et al [10], where the head
scale of virtual avatars was changed to improve facial expression
recognition when the avatar was at different viewing distances. At
distances beyond 3 meters, participants were unable to discern the
avatar’s facial expressions, so they chose to up scale the head of
the avatar relative to its natural size in order to remain accurate in
identifying its expressions. Choudhary et al. [9] also investigated
the effects of the Big Head technique on distance perception in
VR, which revealed a significant effect of big heads on distance
judgments only if heads were presented as floating objects in VR,
but not when spatially anchored and attached to a human body at
true scale. For this reason, the potential benefits of increased ease of
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Figure 1: Participant with the HP Reverb G2 Omnicept Edition VR
HMD and a wireless Xbox Controller.

recognizing facial expressions should be weighed against potential
consequences of offset depth judgements, such as violating social
proxemics norms [23]. An underlying assumption of the big head
technique is that humans have a certain tolerance for seeing body
parts at different sizes, and up-scaling certain parts can improve
their respective effectiveness in conveying social cues. Aspects
of this technique originated among game developers, who were
looking for a solution to the problem of limited screen space and
low pixel resolutions when trying to present game characters to
players. Not surprisingly, some collaborative environments, such as
Meta’s Social VR application Horizons [42], have already started to
leverage the approach, although the reasoning behind their design
choices remains uncertain.

3 EXPERIMENT

To elucidate the effects of mismatched facial and vocal expressions
on social influence, we designed an experimental scenario in VR
around a virtual human that would recommend one of two options
(A or B) to participants, who could only select one of them, not
knowing if they could trust the virtual human’s recommendation
(see Figure 3). Similarly, as mismatches can originate in practical
VR applications for different reasons, we designed the experimental
stimuli so that participants may or may not notice a mismatch and
if they noticed a mismatch they would not be certain about how to
interpret it. The described experimental design and procedure was
submitted to and approved by the institutional review board (IRB)
of our university.

3.1 Participants
We recruited 22 participants from our university community: 15
male and 7 female; ages between 19 and 34, M = 23.95, SD = 4.21.
All of the participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, 9
wore glasses and 1 wore contact lenses during the experiment. None
of the participants reported any visual or vestibular disorders, such
as color or night blindness, dyschromatopsia, or a displacement of
balance. 20 participants had used a VR HMD before, and 13 of
them had prior experience with social VR. The participants were
either students or non-student members of our university commu-
nity who responded to open calls for participation, and received
monetary compensation for their participation. The experiment took
participants on average 40 minutes to complete.

3.2 Material
3.2.1 Apparatus
Participants wore an immersive VR HMD, the HP Reverb G2 Omni-
cept Edition. The HMD provided a 90 degree vertical and 98 degree
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Figure 2: Visual stimuli in our experiment.

horizontal field of view, and had a resolution of 2160×2160 pixels
per eye at a refresh rate of 90 Hz. The HMD was connected to a host
PC (Intel Core i9-10850K CPU @ 3.60 GHz, 64Gb Ram, NVIDIA
RTX 3090 graphics card, Windows 10 Enterprise) that the experi-
menter used to run the Unity application (version 2020.3.2f1 LTS)
and monitor the participant’s view and activities within the virtual
environment. Participants were instructed to stand on a marked loca-
tion in the center of our lab space, clear of obstacles. Participants
used a wireless Xbox controller (see Figure 1) to indicate responses
to the visual stimuli in the experiment.

3.2.2 Virtual Stimuli
We adopted a life-size 3D male virtual human model from the Mi-
crosoft RocketBox Avatar Library [20] to use as the virtual human
for our study (see Figure 3). A similar male model was used by
Choudhary et al. [9], where they investigated the effects of head
scale on distance estimation. Following their method, we leveraged
custom blendshapes, for the three facial expressions (unhappy, neu-
tral and happy), in Blender [6] to control the virtual human’s head
scale. The model was imported into the Unity game engine and was
positioned in a virtual hallway environment to be 5 meters away
from the participant. The virtual hallway had dimensions of 5 m
(width) × 3 m (height) × 10 m (length).

For the box selection task, we positioned two virtual cubes be-
tween the virtual human and the participant; the cubes were labeled
“A” and “B” and had the dimensions 20 cm (width) × 20 cm (height)
× 20 cm (length). The cubes were 3 meters away from the par-
ticipant and 1.5 meters horizontally apart from each other. We
programmed the behavior and animation of the virtual human so
that he could point at either cube and speak prerecorded dialogue to
recommend that participants choose one of the two cubes. We used
Rogo Digital Lip Sync Pro [46] to generate lip movements for the
virtual human that matched his spoken dialogue. We used the Meta
Quest Viseme References [37] to create custom blendshapes for lip
sync. Throughout the experiment, the virtual human was made to
blink at regular intervals and performed a looping idle animation
from Adobe Mixamo [1].

The virtual human was capable of presenting facial expressions
that appeared happy, neutral, and unhappy (see Figure 2(a)). To
control the virtual human’s facial expressions, we created custom
blendshapes using Blender [15]. The virtual human was further capa-
ble of presenting vocal expressions that sounded happy, neutral, and
unhappy. Therefore, we used prerecorded speech prompts by a male
native English speaker who we trained to express the corresponding



emotions. The speech prompts consisted of seven variations of the
sentence “For this condition, I choose this box!” with minor dif-
ferences in the sentence structure, each recorded for the three vocal
expressions, which were accompanied by the character pointing at
one of the cubes (A or B). To record the audio, we used a profes-
sional Blue Yeti USB microphone and equalized the volume of the
recordings with the Audacity recording software [4]. In order to
confirm that the facial expressions and recorded phrases conveyed
the intended emotions, we had them independently reviewed and
confirmed by three in-house participants. This was further confirmed
through the analysis of the experiment data (i.e., see the happiness
scores in Section 4.1).

3.2.3 Response User Interfaces
As shown in Figure 3, we included three user interfaces (UIs) to
assess participants’ responses, which were presented to participants
as part of the virtual environment after the stimuli were presented.
The UIs were fixed at two meters in front of the participant and
positioned in the lower part of their visual field. The UIs included a
label indicating the task, along with either a 7-point slider (trust scale
or emotion scale) or two A/B buttons. Participants navigated the UIs
with the joystick and buttons on the wireless Xbox controller.

3.3 Methods
We used a 3×3×3 full-factorial within-subjects design with three
factors (head scale, facial expression, and vocal expression) as de-
scribed below. We grouped the 27 conditions into 3 groups based
on the 3 different head scales. These groups were presented to par-
ticipants in a counterbalanced order through the use of a 3×3 Latin
square. Within each group, the 3×3 expressions were presented in a
randomized order to each participant.

We investigated the following independent variables:

• Facial Expression (3 levels): We chose three different facial
expressions exhibited by the virtual human in the experiment:
happy, neutral, unhappy (see Table 1).

• Vocal Expression (3 levels): We chose three different vocal
expressions exhibited by the virtual human: happy, neutral,
unhappy (see Table 1).

• Head Scale (3 levels):
For each condition, the head scale was within one of three
ranges:

– Accurate: This range specifies common human head scales.
Head scales were randomized to be within ±5% of our vir-
tual human’s default head scale.

– Down-scaled: This range specifies head scales that are
smaller than the default scale for the virtual human model.
Head scales were randomized to be within 60–80% of the
original head scale.

– Up-scaled: This range specifies head scales that are larger
than the default scale for the virtual human model. Head
scales were randomized to be within 140–180% of the origi-
nal head scale.

These ranges are based on the previous work by Choudhary et
al. [10], which investigated comfortable ideal ranges of head scales
for non-verbal communication (facial expressions). We did not
use their exact reported ranges due to different experiment design
and implementation, such as the type of VR HMD used and the
representation of the virtual human. Their results provided evidence
of an asymmetric range for perceived comfortable down-scaled,
accurate and up-scaled heads. They found the widest ranges for
up-scaled heads, followed by down-scaled heads, and smallest for
accurate heads. Hence we opted for a similar asymmetric range in
our experiment.

We introduced tags for the different combinations of facial and
vocal expressions (see Table 1). The tags (e.g., U f Uv) consist of two

capital letters representing the conveyed emotion, U , N, or H, for
unhappy, neutral, and happy, respectively. The subtext beneath each
capital letter, f or v, represent whether its the facial expression or
vocal expression. We used the colors to highlight the unhappy (red),
neutral (gray), and happy (green) emotions.

Table 1: This table presents the nine different multimodal emotional
expressions exhibited by the virtual human in the experiment. Condi-
tions on the diagonal have matching emotions in the facial expression
and vocal inflection, whereas conditions off of the diagonal have
mismatched combinations of emotions being presented.

Facial Expression
Vocal expression Unhappy Neutral Happy

Unhappy U f Uv N f Uv H f Uv
Neutral U f Nv N f Nv H f Nv
Happy U f Hv N f Hv H f Hv

3.3.1 Procedure
Upon arrival, participants read through a description of the study
procedure and consent form, and were asked to give their verbal
consent to participate in the experiment.

The experimenter then described the experimental scenario to
participants, explaining that it involves a virtual human who will
recommend one of two options (A or B) to them, but that they can
only select one of them, not knowing if they can trust the virtual
human’s recommendation. They would be asked to not only select
either option A or B, going with or against the virtual human’s
recommendation, but also rate their impression of how trustworthy
that virtual human is on a 7-point scale.

In an effort to not bias the participants to expect certain emo-
tions from the virtual human, the experimenter did not explicitly
describe the individual stimuli – unhappy, neutral and happy facial
expressions and voices, and head scales (see Section 3.3).

Participants then donned the HP Omnicept HMD, and began the
calibration, which took an average of 3 minutes to complete. The
calibration guided the participants to adjust the interpupillary dis-
tance (IPD) and confirmed that the headset was positioned optimally
for the best viewing experience. After calibration, the experimenter
started the Unity application on the headset from the connected
computer. Participants then saw the virtual human, facing them,
standing behind the two floating cubes in the virtual hallway. Before
experiencing the study conditions, participants completed a prac-
tice session in VR to familiarise themselves with the task and UI
functionality with the Xbox controller, as described in Section 3.2.3.
Participants took on average 3 minutes to become familiar and then
the first of the experimental trials was started.

For each trial, participants observed the virtual human exhibit-
ing a facial expression according to the current condition, who was
standing behind cubes “A” and “B”. This virtual human recom-
mended that the participant choose between the two cubes by stating
aloud a variation of the sentence “For this condition, I choose this
box,” which was spoken with the vocal expression according to the
current condition. As the virtual human was saying this, he would
point to one of the cubes, chosen at random. Following this, a UI
appeared that asked the participant to rate the trustworthiness of the
virtual human (see Section 3.4). The UI then asked the participant to
choose between the two A/B cubes. Once the participant answered
the two UI prompts, they moved on to the next condition. Conditions
progressed in a similar manner until the participant had completed
all 27 conditions.

After completing the 27 conditions, participants experienced the
conditions in the same order a second time. During this second
run-through, the stimuli were identical but the UI asked participants
to rate the emotion perceived from the virtual human, instead of



Figure 3: Screenshots showing the response user interfaces we used
in the experiment: trust scale, A/B selection task, and emotion scale.

asking about perceived trust and which cube they would select. This
repetition of conditions was performed so that participants would
not establish a relationship between happiness and trust, which could
have affected their initial trust responses.

After completing all conditions and tasks, participants proceeded
to complete a post-questionnaire, assessing their demographics, prior
VR experience, and their general perception of the virtual human.
In total the experiment took an hour to complete and the experiment
ended with the participant receiving monetary compensation for
their time.

3.4 Measures
In this section, we describe the four main measures in the experiment:
the trust scores, box selections, happiness scores, and fixation time.

3.4.1 Trust Scores
In each trial, after the virtual human recommended cube “A” or “B”
to the participant, we asked participants to rate their trust in the
virtual human on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Untrustworthy to 7 =
Trustworthy) as an explicit measure of trust.

3.4.2 Box Selections
As an implicit measure of the participant’s trust in the virtual human,
we recorded their responses in the box selection task relative to
whether or not the participant chose the cube that was recommended
by the virtual human (0 = Recommendation not followed to 1 =
Recommendation followed).

3.4.3 Happiness Scores
For each combination of facial expression and vocal expression, we
asked participants to rate the virtual human’s expressed happiness
on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Unhappy to 7 = Happy).

4 RESULTS

We analyzed the responses with a 3 (head scales) × 3 (facial ex-
pressions) × 3 (vocal expressions) three-way repeated-measures
ANOVAs and Tukey multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correc-
tion at the 5% significance level. We tested the assumptions of
the parametric statistical tests. We confirmed the normality with
Shapiro-Wilk tests at the 5% level and QQ plots. Degrees of freedom
were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity
when Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had
been violated.

4.1 Happiness Scores
The results for Happiness Scores are shown in Figures 4(a)-(c) and
5(a).

Facial Expressions: We found a significant main effect of
facial expressions on Happiness Scores, F(2,42)= 142.4, p< 0.001,
η2

p = 0.87. Post-hoc tests showed that all pairs were significant,
U f<N f , U f<H f , and N f<H f .

Vocal Expressions: We found a significant main effect of vocal
expressions on Happiness Scores, F(1.39,29) = 162.4, p< 0.001,
η2

p = 0.88. Post-hoc tests showed that all pairs were significant,
Uv<Nv, Uv<Hv, and Nv<Hv.

Head Scale: We did not find any significant effect of head
scale on Happiness Scores, nor any interaction effect between head
scale and expressions.

Interaction Between Facial and Vocal Expressions: We
found a significant interaction effect between facial and vocal expres-
sions on Happiness Scores, F(4,84) = 4.74, p= 0.002, η2

p = 0.19.
Pairwise comparisons across the two factors showed that all pairs
of facial and vocal expressions were significant, except between the
following pairs, U f Hv and N f Uv, U f Hv and H f Uv, N f Nv and H f Uv,
and N f Hv and H f Nv. Overall, U f Uv expression had the lowest hap-
piness scores and H f Hv had the highest happiness scores.

4.2 Trust Scores

The results for Trust Scores are shown in Figures 4(d)-(f) and 5(b).

Facial Expressions: We found a significant main effect of
facial expressions on Trust Scores, F(1.36,28.55) = 5.7, p= 0.016,
η2

p = 0.21. Post-hoc tests showed the following two pairs significant,
U f<N f , and U f<H f .

Vocal Expressions: We found a significant main effect of vo-
cal expressions on Trust Scores, F(1.55,32.51) = 17.67, p< 0.001,
η2

p = 0.46. Post-hoc tests showed all pairs significant, Uv<Nv,
Uv<Hv, and Nv<Hv.

Head Scale: We did not find any significant effect of head
scale on Trust Scores, nor any interaction effect between head scale
and expressions.

Interaction Between Facial and Vocal Expressions: We
found a significant interaction effect between facial and vocal
expressions on Trust Scores, F(2.82,59.2) = 2.99, p= 0.041,
η2

p = 0.13. Pairwise comparisons across the two factors
showed significant differences only between the following
pairs, U f Uv<N f Hv, U f Uv<H f Hv, U f Nv<N f Hv, N f Uv<N f Nv,
N f Uv<N f Hv, N f Uv<H f Hv, H f Uv < N f Hv, and H f Uv<H f Hv.
These findings and the overall trend in Figure 5(b) suggest an incli-
nation to higher trust for neutral and happier expressions as opposed
to unhappier or strongly mismatched expressions.

4.3 Box Selections

The results for Box Selections are shown in Figures 4(g)-(i) and 5(c).

Facial Expressions: We found a significant main effect of
facial expressions on Box Selections, F(1.48,31) = 4.25, p= 0.034,
η2

p = 0.17. Post-hoc tests showed only one pair significant, U f<N f .

Vocal Expressions: We found a significant main effect of vocal
expressions on Box Selections, F(2,42) = 12, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.36.
Post-hoc tests showed two pairs significant, Uv<Nv and Uv<Hv.

Head Scale: We did not find any significant effect of head scale
on participants’ Box Selections, nor any interaction effect between
head scale and expressions.

Interaction Between Facial and Vocal Expressions: We
do not see a significant interaction effect between facial and vocal
expressions on Box Selections.
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Figure 4: Experimental results for our main effects. The x-axes show the three facial expressions, vocal expressions and head scales. The y-axes
show the (a)-(c) happiness scores (1=Unhappy to 7=Happy), (d)-(f) trust scores (1=Untrustworthy to 7=Trustworthy), (g)-(i) participants’ Box
selections relative to the virtual human’s recommendation (0=Recommendation not followed to 1=Recommendation followed).

4.4 Correlations

We ran Pearson correlations for the following pairs of two variables
to assess the strength of the linear relationship between them.

Between Happiness Scores and Trust Scores We found a
positive correlation between the two variables, r = 0.39, p< 0.001,
indicating that happiness and trust results are correlated.

Between Trust Scores and Box Selections We found a pos-
itive correlation between the two variables, r = 0.65, p< 0.001,
indicating that trust and box selections are correlated.

Between Happiness Scores and Box Selections We found
a positive correlation between the two variables, r = 0.19, p< 0.001,
indicating that happiness and box selections are correlated.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we summarize our main findings and discuss ef-
fects of mismatched facial and vocal expressions and head scales,
while also presenting implications and addressing limitations of our
experiment.
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Figure 5: Experimental results for our interaction effects. The x-axes
show our tags for the expressions of the virtual human (see Table 1).
The y-axes show the (a) happiness scores (1=Unhappy to 7=Happy),
(b) trust scores (1=Untrustworthy to 7=Trustworthy), and (c) partici-
pants’ box selections relative to the virtual human’s recommendation
(0=Recommendation not followed to 1=Recommendation followed).

5.1 A Virtual Human’s Mismatched Expressions Impact
Perception and Social Influence

As discussed above, virtual humans come in different types and
are used for different purposes, such as avatars where one’s facial
expression are often not tracked by one’s HMD [35, 51], or agents
where their behavioral model may or may not account for emotions
when generating speech or facial expressions [43]. These may lead
to virtual humans being able to present none or only either facial or
vocal expressions, e.g., practitioners may set an avatar’s face to a
neutral (or happy) default expression if no face tracking is available.

However, even if face tracking is available, in certain situations one’s
expression of emotion on one’s face or in one’s voice may differ,
e.g., when one tries to convey an emotion one does not actually feel,
which may be difficult to distinguish from technological limitations
in VR. We discuss our results for happiness perception and trust in
the following with a view on such matched or mismatched facial
and vocal expressions of a virtual human.

Happiness Perception Among our tested conditions, we
evaluated three multimodal expressions that agreed with each other
(i.e., matching facial and vocal expressions). As expected, our
results in Section 4.1 show that the matched unhappy expression
U f Uv was rated the unhappiest among all conditions, our matched
happy expression H f Hv was rated the happiest, and our matched
neutral expression N f Nv was rated as neutral (happiness score close
to 4 on our 1 to 7 scale; see Figure 5(a), with significant effects
U f Uv<N f Nv<H f Hv.

When both facial and vocal expressions were strongly mis-
matched (i.e., opposite expressions) for U f Hv and H f Uv, our par-
ticipants estimated them as significantly less happy/unhappy (i.e.,
more neutral) than with matching scores: U f Uv < U f Hv and H f Uv
< H f Hv. We found no significant differences between either of them
and our condition with matched neutral expressions N f Nv. Based on
related work from Mower et al. [40], who found that for conflicting
multimodal expressions the vocal channel may dominate the visuals,
our initial assumption was that we may find a similar effect here,
i.e., H f Uv<U f Hv, but our results do not support this assumption.

In the following pair with a slight mismatch, U f Nv<N f Uv, the
facial and vocal expressions include each one unhappy and neutral
expression, but the condition with an unhappy facial expression was
estimated as more unhappy than the one with an unhappy vocal
expression, suggesting that the facial cues in this case had a stronger
effect than the vocal cues. However, for the pair, H f Nv and N f Hv,
neither a happy facial expression nor a happy vocal expression had
a stronger effect when the other modality was neutral.

For slight mismatches, we overall found U f Nv<N f Uv,
N f Nv<H f Nv and N f Hv, which is interesting because when either
modality of the expression changed from neutral, the overall percep-
tion of the multimodal expression also changed significantly, except
when the vocal expression changed from neutral to unhappy, N f Uv
and N f Nv. This suggests that the influence of the unhappy voice was
not strong enough to elicit a significant difference from a neutral
matched expression and it had a weaker effect than an unhappy facial
expression.

As discussed in Section 1, the transmission of emotions by a
virtual human may not be accurate. For example, when users embody
avatars in a shared VR environment without an HMD capable of face-
tracking (i.e., where the facial expression remains static even when
users convey different emotions vocally). In these cases, we find that
the choice of one’s default facial expression of the avatar matters. If
practitioners choose to set the default expression to a neutral facial
expression, our results shows N f Nv < N f Hv If they choose a happy
facial expression, we found H f Uv < H f Nv < H f Hv, and if they
choose an unhappy facial expression, we also found U f Uv < U f Nv
< U f Hv. However, as expected, Figure 5(a) shows that choosing a
happy (H f ) or unhappy (U f ) facial expression causes a bias in the
overall estimation of happiness. Overall, compared to the effects
for matching expressions U f Uv<N f Nv<H f Hv, all of these results
with a static facial expression indicate that the dynamic range of the
estimated happiness scores of the virtual human is greatly reduced,
emphasizing the importance of face-tracking for practitioners in VR
if the goal is to support veridical emotion perception. This also
suggests an overall higher impact on happiness perception by facial
expressions over vocal expressions.

Trust Perception To understand the participants overall trust
perception, we use results from their trust scores and relative A/B
selections (refer Section 4.2 and 4.3). The trust scores were used as



an explicit measure while the relative A/B selections were used as an
implicit measure of trust. Section 4.4 showed a positive correlation
between the two trust measures, which signifies a positive non-linear
relationship (r = 0.65, p< 0.001). Since we did not find a strong
positive correlation, we found significant results and pairs from our
trust scores that were not found from the box selections, such as the
interaction effect between facial and vocal expressions. We believe
this happened because of the simplicity of the task and does not
represent the choices we might need to make in our everyday lives.
Other studies measuring trust, such as Torre et al. [55, 56], used a
version of the survival task called “Lunar survival task” while others
used trust games [5]. Trust in itself is connected to multiple interper-
sonal phenomena – persuasion, social status, knowledgeableness and
more, and such tasks are more representative of that than a binary
box selection task.

From our results, among our three agreeing multimodal expres-
sions, the unhappy expression U f Uv was rated significantly less
trustworthy than the happy expression H f H f .

We also found N f Uv<N f Nv, N f Uv<N f Hv and N f Uv<H f Hv on
our trust scores. N f Uv is an interesting condition because it re-
sembles a situation where facial tracking is absent and the user
sounds unhappy. Its counterpart condition N f Hv, seems to have
been perceived highly trustworthy. To support this, we also find
U f Nv<N f Hv, N f Uv<N f Hv, and H f Uv<N f Hv on trust scores. From
Figure 5(b) and (c), we can see very low trust responses for N f Uv
and high trust responses for N f Hv, which suggests that when the
facial expression was neutral, voice alone is capable of making the
virtual human both trustworthy (happy vocals) and untrustworthy
(unhappy vocals). Similar experiments by Torre et al. [53, 54] found
N f Nv and H f Nv to be the most trustworthy respectively. Our results
neither support nor disprove their results, we speculate the gap may
be because of the highly different contexts of the simulated scenarios
and used technologies.

For practitioners using virtual humans, having matching mul-
timodal expressions is more predictable. Happy virtual humans
are perceived happier and more trustworthy, while the opposite for
unhappy virtual humans. Other mismatched and conflicting expres-
sions are less predictable in terms of what to expect from them. We
discussed several significant pairs but without a common trend. So,
virtual humans with matched expressions are more reliable than ones
with mismatched or conflicting expressions.

5.2 Head Scale Does Not Significantly Affect Social In-
fluence

Our results suggest that manipulated head scales did not have any
effect on participants’ estimation of the virtual human’s happiness
expressions or our implicit and explicit trust measures. In line with
the Uncanny Valley theory [39], which proposes that increasing a
human representation’s visual realism may not necessarily result
in an increased sense of comfort when interacting with that entity,
potential Uncanny Valley effects could be caused by our virtual
avatar with disproportionate heads. Additionally, the scaled or al-
tered heads reduce the virtual human’s humanness and may have
given rise to a new sense of “creepiness” or “eeriness.” Despite
exaggerating the expressions and emotions on the face, the above
explanations could have hindered our ability to see their effects on
emotion and trust perception in our experiment. This is still interest-
ing because even though participants perceived the expressions of
virtual humans as expected, the expressions did not have a significant
effect on participants’ estimations of happiness and trust.

For practitioners in VR, these results suggests that head scale, e.g.,
the up-scaled heads used in Meta’s Horizon Worlds or Workrooms,
do not necessarily introduce a bias to emotion perception or social
influence.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work
Our study provided evidence on the importance of facial and vocal
expression agreement, specifically on happiness and trust. However,
there are also a few limitations of the current work, which can lead us
to interesting research vistas that may be investigated in the future.

In this study, we chose to use a stylized male virtual human in a
static setting with idle standing animations. In social VR, avatars
may have different rendering styles and appearances [32, 61] in a
more dynamic environment. Prior work suggests that the render
style affects the personality of virtual humans [62], and cartoon-like
avatars have been shown to be more trustworthy than photorealistic
avatars [54]. We also explore only one emotional state (happiness)
and two modalities of emotional expression (facial and vocal expres-
sions). Other cues that would be interesting to investigate are body
movement, posture, gestures, and eye contact [7, 50]. We believe
different styles, and mismatches of other expressive modalities are
interesting research directions to explore in the context of emotion
perception and social influence.

The box selection task to measure trust is more simplified com-
pared to other popular trust tasks, such as negotiation tasks, trust
games [5], survival tasks [56], etc. We chose this design as it al-
lowed us to control and evaluate multiple conditions in VR in under
one hour. For more rigorous testing, other trust tasks (not limited
to the above mentioned) could be used to further understand trust
perception with mismatched expressions and different head scales.

Our study sample further included more young male adults, and
more representative samples in future work should provide a more
comprehensive picture of how people perceive virtual humans with
different genders with matched or mismatched emotions and up-
scaled or down-scaled heads.

Last but not least, our study focused on assessing participants’ im-
pressions of the virtual human after a comparatively brief interaction.
Interesting research questions arise for the influence of expressions
and head scale manipulations in longitudinal studies.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a human-subjects study that investi-
gated the importance of facial and vocal expression agreement and
head scale on happiness perception and social influence. We found
evidence that for matched facial and vocal expressions, our partic-
ipants rated the matched happy condition as the happiest and the
matched unhappy condition as the unhappiest, while for the slightly
or strongly mismatched expressions, our participants rated them
in between the range of matched expressions, effectively reduc-
ing their dynamic range. Further, our participants trusted matched
happy expressions more than matched unhappy expressions, while
we also found evidence that when the facial expressions were neu-
tral, unhappy and happy audio expressions were capable of swaying
participants’ trust negatively and positively, respectively. We dis-
cussed implications of our results, limitations of our study design,
and future work.
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